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Welcome to Part 1 of your Brand Discovery Checklist:
Your why, who and what.
Think of this checklist (and the next) as a bit like a branding
“check up”. If you’re newly establishing your brand, this
list is your go-to for ensuring you’re clearly conveying the
essence of your business to your target audience.
For evolving or established brands, think of this checklist
as more of a “health check”, where you can hone in and
closely observe the overall health of your brand.
If you find you are missing the brand elements listed
below, use this checklist as a guide for you to create a
more aligned, on-point brand. If you have any questions
or you need a bit more guidance on how to establish or
evolve your brand, give our team of brand design experts
a call.
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ST EP 1

Yo u r w h y

Your why is the truth behind your brand. It becomes
your brand story.

¨

I understand why I’m here doing this.
e.g. I understand my mission and my business’ purpose.

¨

I know the impact I want to make.
e.g. I understand what I care about and what my longterm business vision is.

¨

I’ve established a clear brand story.
e.g. I can clearly articulate what my brand stands for
and what it is I actually do.
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ST EP 2

Yo u r w h o

Your who is your customer, your target audience.

¨

I understand the demographic attributes (age, gender,
location, income) and psychographic attributes (attitudes,
beliefs, values) of my ideal customer.

¨

I know how I can best serve my customer.
i.e. I understand the biggest problem they have and
how I can solve it.

¨

I am aware of what motivates my customer.
i.e. I know what drives them.

¨

I know when, where and how my customer is
most active.
i.e. when they’re consuming information and via
what media source.

¨

I understand the feeling I wish my customer’s to
have when they interact with my brand.

¨

I understand who I am not targeting, and do not
wish to work with.
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ST EP 3

Yo u r w h a t

Your what is your product or offering.

¨

I can clearly articulate what is the product/service
that I offer.

¨

I know what my product/service does or provides.

¨

I understand what the benefits of my product/
service is to my customers.
e.g. I understand the value it provides my customers.

¨

I understand the products/services I don’t want
to offer.

¨

My pricing reflects how I want to be positioned
in the market and aligns with my customer
demographic.

¨

I understand who my direct competitors are
and their products/services, weaknesses and
strengths.
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If you need help answering any of these questions,
or establishing or evolving your brand, contact our
expert By Ninja team.
HE LP ME !

byninja.com.au

SHOW ME

